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1. A psychologist who wants to discover the relationship between bodily processes and 
behaviour of a person is calledÃ¢â‚¬Â¦

     	      Experimental Psychology

     	      Counselling Psychology

     	--->> Physiological Psychology

     	      Personnel Psychology

2. The cause of Maladjustment in a child include all exceptÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.

     	      Long Sickness

     	      Injury

     	--->> related well with peers

     	      Physique

3. In psychology, the animal that can adopt to a new situation is called....

     	      Fish

     	      sheep

     	      Rat

     	--->> Man

4. Transference reaction does not include one of the following concept.

     	--->> perfects

     	      experiences

     	      feelings

     	      drives

5. The criteria for adequate adjustment in man does not include one of the 
followingÃ¢â‚¬Â¦
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     	      Psychological Comfort

     	      Work Efficiency

     	      Physical health

     	--->> Spiritual health

6. A psychologist that study persons who have milder emotional  and personal 
challenges is called....

     	      Experimental Psychologist

     	--->> Counselling Psychologist

     	      Physiological Psychologist

     	      Personnel Psychologist

7. nIn psychology, a disturbed child has a characterized which made himÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ in the 
school.

     	--->> inability to learn

     	      work with peers

     	      good teacher relation

     	      play with mates in school

8. The study of effect on group membership in individual behaviour is calledÃ¢â‚¬Â¦

     	      counselling psychology

     	--->> social psychology

     	      education psychology

     	      industrial psychology

9. Psychologist says that social acceptance can be seen in the context of..Ã¢â‚¬Â¦

     	      person has social beliefs

     	      person obeys social norms

     	      adjust to new profession

     	--->> obeying set of social values
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10. The concept which is not used interchangeably with adjustment is calledÃ¢â‚¬Â¦

     	--->> spiritual health

     	      mental health

     	      psychological health

     	      emotional health
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